
Motor Yacht Hospitality 

To whom it concerns; 1st September 2023 

Benjamin Ferrand was employed onboard Hospitality in the capacity of Chef since 1st October 2022 
until the 28th August 2023. 

While Benjamin was onboard, he was able to show the extremely capability in cooking for the 
Owner's friend and Family that may have been onboard or at the owner's homes. This could be 
owner by himself to having a full yacht of 14 guests/ Family to having a larger party at one of his 
homes, 

Benjamin exceled while on charter & cooking for the owner showing amazing touches or creativity to 
wonderful, delicious food. It did not stop there Benjamin would still manage to cook for 11/12 crew 
every day and always thinking out of the box, he had plenty of options for the crew even while on 
charter, and even with the most challenging crew and guest wants and allergies or needs, 

While Benjamin was onboard, we traveled to the Bahamas, Caribbean & East Coast of America for 
most year, with the Owners and completing many charters every year. 

Hospitality ran roughly 16+ charters while Benjamin was onbaord & about 4 owner's trips. 

I can fully recommend Benjamin to his next program, I have worked with Benjamin before & over 2 
different yachts, I have watched Benjamin grown and expand his knowledge in the galley & develop 
and become more creative over the years. 

Benjamin would do most of his own provisioning to having great contact that he was able to pull on 

to have food delivered to help us on tight tum arounds between charters and Owners trips. 

Benjamin is moving on from the Hospitality after dedicating a year to the program is ready to step 
into a new program with fun and exciting challenges and is looking for more opportunity to learn and 
grow. I am excited see and hear where Benjamin next position is, I would happily work with 
Benjamin again.

Should you have any questions regarding Daniel's employment onboard, please contact myself at 

+1774 4441124 or captain@yacht-hospitality.com

Gavin George Hum 
Captain of Motor Yacht Hospitality 

captain@yacht-hospitality.com 
gavinhum@mac.com 

+ 1 774 444 1124
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